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Our aim is to help people who have a learning disability, their carers and

supporters to have the same access to opportunities as everyone else in

society.

We want people to feel more confident, build self-esteem and feel

empowered. We also want people to better understand and support their

own health and well-being and develop their social networks by taking

part in activities and feel an active member of their community. 

The Tomorrows Project supports people with learning disabilities and

learning difficulties, living in North Tyneside, who are growing older and

who have minimal or no support. The project provides light touch support,

helping people to maintain their independence, health, well-being and

safety.

VISION

INTRODUCTION 

OUR AIMS
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We're all likely to experience loneliness at some point in

our lives. However, having a learning disability means

that you are more likely to be socially isolated as well

as being vulnerable due to the many barriers that

people with a learning disability face. Many older

people with a learning disability lack the confidence to

meet new people to form friendships or attend leisure

activities and facilities. We know that some of these

factors are due to low self-esteem, lack of confidence

and a fear of accessing the community, 

PROJECT GOALS

Access more activities in their own

communities

Have more people in their lives

Report feeling less lonely or

socially isolated

Have an increased confidence in

dealing with everyday challenges 

Have a better understanding of

how to improve their health and

well-being

People will: 
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Maintain independence and live

safely in their own homes

Gain a better understanding of

disability hate crime and

exploitation

Feel safer accessing their

community and knowing how to

report hate crimes

Have friendships and feel a valued

member of their community



The funding we receive from The National Lottery

Community Fund allows us to deliver a wide

range of activities to bring people together and in

turn to help reduce loneliness in North Tyneside,

improving mental wellness amongst the most

vulnerable people in our community. 

We run 21 activities across the week, and these

range from Healthy Cooking sessions, Art for

therapy, Crafts, Screen and Silk Printing,

Gardening Club, Darts and Snooker Club,

Dominoes Club, Knit and Natter, Saturday Social

Group, Monthly Day Trip with Friends group, Lunch

friendship groups, and our well received Music

Group Northern Notes. 

Alongside making friends and building

relationships these sessions help people to

develop skills. This provides the opportunity not

only for people to contribute to their community

but also the potential to gain from experiences,

feel valued, and maintain or improve their

physical and mental wellbeing

Activities continue to be in demand due to more and more people with a

learning disability growing older and reporting social isolation.  Many of whom

have lost family support networks and have reported that without this project

they would see nobody. 

OUR PROJECT SO FAR
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TOTAL ACTIVITY ATTENDANCES 

from June 2019- March 2020

4119

INCREASE IN ATTENDANCES

We have had an increase in  
attendances to all of our

activities this reporting year

20.6%
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PEOPLE  

 have been supported by the
project

186

PEOPLE HAVE REPORTED 

they are less socially
isolated due to attending

activities

98.9%
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Many people with a learning
disability who live on their own often
do not know who to contact or turn
to when they receive letters or
correspondence that they do not
understand. At the onset of the
Tomorrows Project we established
that these worries and concerns can
have detrimental effects on an
individual’s mental well-being. 

The team continues to support
people with any correspondence
queries such as budgeting, bills,
housing issues and benefit awards.
Additionally, we also provide
supported signposting where we
attend appointments and meetings
with beneficiaries to help reduce
anxieties and liaise with relevant
organisations, such as benefit
agencies, housing agencies and
Citizens Advice and Social Services
in order to gain positive results for
people.

“"My sister had just
died. I'd lived with my

sister in her house for 17
years. She was my

carer. When she died I
was so upset. I was told

I would have to move
out of my home as I

wasn't able to live there
any more. I fell apart, I
had no one to turn to, I
really didn't know what

to do. The Tomorrows
found me a lovely flat

and helped sort out my
benefits they even
helped get removal

men. I now go to the
print and art sessions

and have friends. I don't
know what I would

have done without their
help."

People living safely and in adequate
housing is paramount to ones well-
being. The project assists people to
ensure they are living safely and as
independently as possible. We
continue to promote assistive
technology and this includes aids
and adaptations for the home to
help people maintain their
independence. 

For those who are not adequately
housed, or their homes no longer
suit their needs, we continue to
support people with moving
residence.  Moving home can be a
daunting and stressful experience
for anyone, but for those with
learning disabilities this can be an
extremely overwhelming experience.
The team supports people to
identify new properties, support to
viewings, and can provide support
with the moving process.

 

INCREASING PEOPLE'S
INDEPENDENCE 
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PEOPLE HAVE BEEN SUPPORTED

with benefit and housing

issues

149

PEOPLE RECEIVED SUPPORT

to access advice and
supported signposting

appointments

156
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So many people with a learning disability are affected and are victims of

disability hate crime. To help combat this, we work closely with

Northumbria Police and the Northern Engagement team to raise the

awareness of disability hate crime across North Tyneside. The project

delivers workshops and sessions to people living in North Tyneside to

raise the awareness of what a hate crime is, the importance of reporting

such crimes and how to report. 

We want people to feel safe accessing and living in their own

community, free from bullying, harassment and exploitation. Online

social media scams and exploitation has become prevalent within this

last reporting period. Due to this, we are delivering more online safety

workshops in North Tyneside. 

Due to Covid-19 coronavirus, we saw an increase in cyber scams which

were becoming more frequent and unfortunately several of our

beneficiaries fell prey to these scams. To tackle this, together with

Northumbria Police we delivered online workshops to raise the

awareness of these scams and how to prevent falling victim to them. 

3

FEELING SAFE IN THE COMMUNITY



ATTENDENCES  

 to our hate crime and
online safety workshops

this year

151

PEOPLE HAVE REPORTED 

after participation they felt
safer accessing their

community

98%
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Working closely with the LD:NorthEast Health and Well-being
Project, the Tomorrows Project provides one to one support for
people to access health care and health services.

We  continue to deliver appropriate and meaningful educational
programmes and workshops, to raise awareness of health
conditions and self-management. This enables people to gain a
better understanding of their health, and allows people to
identify signs and symptoms. Early detection and prevention is
key to minimise and detect health conditions becoming  serious.
These range from health related workshops such as Healthy
Eating, screening to mental wellbeing.

Our aim is for people to gain a greater understanding of how to
improve and maintain their own health and well-being by
building their confidence and knowledge

HEALTH & WELL-BEING

" I needed an

operation and was

scared.  

I didn't want the

operation but they

came with me to my

appointments and

helped me

understand what

was going on. 

I've had the

operation now, and I

feel much better.  I 

 can't thank them

enough".
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PEOPLE ATTENDED HEALTH

RELATED WORKSHOPS

From June 2019 -March 2020

149

SUPPORTED HEALTH RELATED
APPOINTMENTS

in this reporting period

186
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COVID 19 - At the onset of the Government lock down
restrictions in March 2020, all project’s social activities were

halted to adhere to Government guidelines. 

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the need for this project has never been
greater. Over the last few months people’s lives and routines have been
significantly impacted due to this crisis. It has been a scary and daunting
time for so many people, particularly those with a learning disability, who can
find changes to life and routines hard to understand. The majority of people
who the project supports, do not have family networks or any formal support
so are generally very socially isolated. Add the pandemic into the equation
and those people became even more isolated, frightened and extremely
vulnerable.

Quickly it was recognised that so many of our beneficiaries had difficulties
understanding the severity and consequences of contracting the virus and
how to stay safe, especially those who needed to shield for health reasons.
As always, we are committed to ensure people have the right tools and clear
and accurate information to enable people to live as independently and
safely as possible. Easy Read literature was distributed to many of our
beneficiaries with follow up phone calls to explain about the virus, and the
guidelines on how to stay safe.

So many of our members are older and doing the basics such as food
shopping would be a challenge, due to factors such as health conditions,
anxieties and for some the requirement to shield. We util ised our resources
and provided support in many forms, such as organising prescriptions,
liaising with pharmacies and GP surgeries, purchasing food essentials and
support with paying bills. The team made daily phone calls to all of our
members to reiterate safety measures, offer reassurance and guidance and
to help combat loneliness. 

CHALLENGES
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We know that many people who access our activities
see these as essential for their mental well-being. It
was evident that without these activities running due
to COVID lockdown restrictions, the routine of
accessing the activities and seeing their friends would
impact on their mental health.

After 4 weeks into lockdown, we observed people’s
mental wellbeing declining. To tackle this, we initiated
‘well-being walks’ , where members of the team met
with individuals on a one to one basis while practicing
the required social distancing measures. Being able
to go out in the fresh air, take some exercise and
have someone to talk to, significantly helped to
combat people’s anxieties and social isolation. These
walks became a lifeline for many of our members. 

The project also loaned devices items such as ipads,
tablets and mobile phone to people to help keep
them connected. We installed these in a number of
people’s homes, giving them hands on tutorials and
compiling Easy Read leaflets on how to use the
devices. Furthermore, we set up weekly zoom chats
and quizzes to keep members connected to friends. 

This crisis has highlighted to us the many
unprecedented challenges and barriers that people
with a learning disability face and how vulnerable
people can be. The Tomorrows project has never been
more needed and vital throughout this pandemic. We
have gained an overwhelming amount of positive
feedback for all of the support we have provided to
people living in North Tyneside with a learning
disability from professionals and beneficiaries. 

We are grateful to be able to provide all of this
support with the funding we receive from the Big
Lottery .



CASE STUDY
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Ann is a 65 year old female with a learning disability, who lives independently
with no support networks. Ann has a history of self harm and throughout her
life due to low mental wellbeing she has had many admissions and detained
in psychiatric hospitals. 

Ann accesses the Tomorrow Project activities and over the years has built
friendships which has had a positive impact. Prior to participation she was
lonely and socially isolated, which impacted on her mental health and she
required support from the local authority Mental Health Team. Since receiving
support from the project, taking part in activities, making friends and having a
sense of belonging Ann no longer requires support from the mental health
team. 
 
During the Covid 19 lockdown, being unable to access activities, the team
identified that this was having an adverse impact on her mental health. To
combat this, we maintained daily contact, making wellbeing calls, supporting
to get essential shopping, collecting prescriptions and delivering craft items to
help maintain mental well-being.

The lack of face to face interactions, as well as feeling lonelier and more
isolated than ever before, anxieties began to heighten and she felt
overwhelmed. To prevent further decline in Ann's mental health, we provided
her with a ipad and a Wi-Fi device. Here, Ann could catch up and connect with
other members and join our zoom sessions to stay connected. Ann could see
her much-missed friends, and being able to see them and talk to each other
about how they were feeling during this time had a positive effect on her,
helping her feel less lonely and isolated. The team also met with her once a
week to go on a ‘wellbeing walk’ , maintaining the required social distancing
measures.

We feel without this support, Ann's mental wellbeing would have rapidly
deteriorated. Ann told us without these walks and the projects support she
would “Not have made it through the lockdown”.

 *Name has been changed



WHAT WE HAVE LEARNED 

What we have learned this year is the significant affect having no
social interactions has on one’s mental well-being. We have
witnessed the deterioration in several of our members since the
Covid lockdown restrictions due to a lack of social contact. 
 
It is evident that the projects activities and the  support provided
is extremely beneficial to our members, not only giving them
friendships and a purpose but it is a lifeline for so many. 
 
We hope that the Covid lockdown restrictions cease, and that our
activities can commence again very soon. However should they
continue, we will again utilise our resources and continue with
delivering vital wellbeing support.
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EXPENDITURE
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